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Mother, safety and uncertainty 
by Sara Eisenberg 

 
 
language is on my face, Mother is un-lettered, i, an apple fallen close to her trunk, just 
beneath her tree, flat, looking up at her, a moon circling in a distant galaxy 
 
i am a world suspended upon nothingness 
a spiderling  
i balloon out 
on the wind of my own breath, 
a wisp of silk on which 
over and over again 
i launch myself into,  
mingle materially with  
emptiness 
barren and bone-wearying until  
finally  
 
I come up  
up against 
push up 
up against 
push, 
push, 
not landing, 
push 
against cloth black against darkness: 
the shape of my mother, 
herself bereft, 
a mirror covered 
against mourning, 
swallowing light. 
 
 
Mom was five when her mother died. It went deep into her small bones, which ached 
ever after, soothed only when she stood, backs of her legs warming up against the 
schoolroom radiator. She was not much older when her father told her she was too big 
to run up and hug him as he got off the trolley. 
 
Mom wore black mourning velvet to school for months after her mother died. 
 
Me, I dressed like a normal little girl for my age, plaid dresses, hid the family rupture and 
offered a lame explanation for why my father did not come to my sixth grade graduation: 
he had to be in court that day. 
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My father left the house when I was seven and away at camp, when Mom, not given to 
outward shows of drama, threw his belongings out in the backyard and changed the 
locks. 
 
Before that, I had received tinted post-cards with pictures of hotels and parks. 
 
 
My father’s shape was vague, malleable,  
did not hold. 
What held was his Courtroom Voice. Stentorian really, even in the living room, 
embarrassingly so in a restaurant. 
He violated vows then wanted to be friends. 
He championed underdog causes, often successfully,  
while his personal morality was naive at best. 
He was a mixed bag, light on the bag. 
 
For my safety, as a spiderling I studied the movements and events, the “news” from their 
respective kingdoms. 
For my safety, as a spiderling I took on the job of keeping some kind of order. 
I learned  
to shift shape, 
mediate distance, 
speed, 
direction. 
 
I became the Motive Force Itself, 
Beneficence Itself, 
renewing creation moment to moment, 
relying on myself-only, 
relying on my resources-only, 
positively messianic,  
unless  
helpless. 
I created a virtual legal system. 
 
All pretty nifty and sophisticated for a little kid. 
 
There came a time, 3-4 years into ASG,  when the Poisoned Ground of my childhood 
began to recede, and the rules of law I had encoded began to self-illuminate, could be 
named, located. Followed by dismay as my defenses and projections came more and 
more into view, into focus, and I could see how I had perpetuated the Poisoned Ground, 
transmitting a lineage of sorrows to my children.  
The laws in my kingdom are, for worse or for better, guided by my patrilineal moral 
compass.  
 
Here is a sampling of the rules of law, we could call them Pseudo-Certainties. 
 
Rule of law #1: I alone am responsible. 
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Corollaries:  
No one else is capable or trustworthy or....necessary. 
I am a world unto myself. 
Laws that apply elsewhere, to others, do not apply here.  
Facts, increments, sequence, and men are useless here. 
Do not mess with me, do not interrupt me, because if I lose focus the kingdom will 
disintegrate.  
Neither my judgment, my skill, nor my strength of will shall be questioned. 

  
Rule of Law #2: By means of my vigilance and will, I will protect my kingdom, I will  save 
myself and my world from annihilation. 
Corollaries: 

I will expose lies, secrecy, privacy, the unknown. Thus I am an expert in topology, 
the science of surfaces, study the mobius strip, notrecognizing I live on one. 
I find out what I must, lying if I must, never approaching directly, head on. 
I must and will break the code, understand, make meaning. 
I avoid conflict, use charm, know when to vamoose. 
I am the Timekeeper, I control the speed of life: I push against time to keep things 
moving, brace against time to slow things down, self-inflict whiplash pushing and 
bracing all-at-once, flatten and batten down all hatches to shackle runaway anxiety. 
I tolerate your calling me moody, melancholic, never anxious. 
I will not be pinned down, immobilized, or forced to commit to a course of action, a 
“deliverable.” 
I will happily scatter seeds, see what sprouts, keep my options open. 

 
I was a kept woman, kept and protected by these laws, potent unknown knowns. They 
had the force of nature.  
 
Devotion was duty: to police and maintain this rule of law by strength of my own will, 
albeit to the point of exhaustion. When the corollaries failed me in any way, I saw a 
problem that needed to be solved, urgently. 
 
Of course this rule of law had many unintended consequences: isolation, loneliness, a 
frozen state. All the while my life looked good, I looked good.  
 
As the “safety” I was able to craft out this family life began to fray, I found myself 
continuing to ask the same Motive Questions I had been asking for years, and they 
continued to pull me forward. 
Why can’t I make contact?  

For decades I have pressed my nose up against the plate glass of life, while 
everything Vital and Real played out on on the other side.  In technicolor, everyone 
in action, everything unfolding tantalizingly, safely, out of reach. So crowded, so 
noisy over there in the mainstream of things. 

 
Why can’t I manifest...fill in the blank? 

I am disappointed with life, over and over and over again, watching as everyone 
else gets their goodies. I shake my fist (at God?): when do I get mine? I receive 
neither nourishment nor enjoyment fromthe fruits of my efforts. A paycheck 
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appears like magic, disconnected from hours of work both pleasurable and 
agonizing.  

 
How come I am so articulate, a consummate spokesperson for this one and that one, 
and go hoarse, tongue-tied, silent on behalf of my own needs, passions? 

But put me in front of a microphone, a crowd, give me a righteous cause and I am 
good to go. 

 
When is the other shoe going to drop, annihilate and free me? 

I cannot reconcile this question with my experience of Life as magical, where I “fall 
into” rabbit-holes, jobs, relationships with teachers, windfalls. A potion bottle  
or a key to a door always appears, as it does for Alice in Wonderland. Everything 
turns out far beyond “ok” - still I cannot shake a sense of impending doom, justice 
that will be delivered to me for something undone or mis-done. I even wrack my 
heart and brain for years over my sketchy memories of early life, assuming that 
there is something dark and putrefying that will come to light one day to scare the 
shit out of me anew. 

 
Over decades I had taken Rilke’s words to heart as much as I was able: 

to have patience with everything unresolved in my heart  
to try to love the questions themselves  

 
But I had not - as Rilke also advised, given up searching for answers, 
so continued to look for clues, 
patterns, 
whispers of a world responding, signaling, 
convinced there was a code - astrology, kabbalah, prayer, biochemistry - 
I could break open. Some higher law that could replace my own invention. 

 
In my 30s and 40s I gave myself over to my desire for God with mixed results.  
I received shaktipat initiation, studied scriptures, adored the incense and chanting, 
relished any opportunity to throw myself into the purifying fires of practice. I escaped 
from my body and the world. 
 
I did the best I could to make the path over in my family image, while the nondual 
scriptural teachings of Kashmir Shaivism went right by me. I was utterly confounded by 
Form and the Formless, the inner, nonmaterial Guru and the physical Guru. Further 
confused by this gorgeous and funny spiritual Mother who was somehow within me, but 
not. My sister and my daughters - the women of my lineage were equally devoted to the 
path. Devotion was a feeling. 
 
Then the universe lobbed a grenade of compassion right at my foundation. I met Jason 
at Omega Institute in 1995. I saw a real human being. My whole being responded to an 
imperative that it immediately recognized. 
 
So in my 50s I traded in my desire for God for a desire to be a human being. 
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I divested. Dismantled pujas, packed away books, stopped going to satsang, stopped 
sharing sadhana stories. I so could not reconcile the plainness that was my new model, 
with my devotion to the old forms. 
 
Went for the psychological, the unexplored, learned to love the body, to want to be here. 
Fell in love with pattern language in architecture, anatomy, physiology, Nature. 
Became a student of all things green, each plant with its distinct gesture, medicine. 
 
Took my aspirations down a few notches - to be a good enough human being. 
Devotion became practice: laboring and marveling and falling down and getting up. 
Reveled in the alchemical, and in my new community of fellow-travelers. 
Learned to observe more, push less. 
 
Being too dull to see where this was going, I began to heal into, to inhabit my own 
humanity, even as I traded one split for another, and continued to live with my Motive 
questions and all the suffering they represented.  
 
As the Poisoned Ground and my perpetuation of it have began to recede, a significant 
Motive Question has remained: how can I get myself out of the center of my life?   
I am becoming dumb enough, acclimated enough to my limitations, to answer myself: I 
can’t.  
I can’t get myself out of the center of my life.  
But I can see that - when I bear the conditions, I can begin to relax my “I” to include 
“you” and “us” and “what is.” The center spreads, becomes more inclusive. 
As best I can, I invite in Who is, what is in fact here.  
 
As best I can, I inhabit not just my own humanity, but our common humanity. 
 
There are two practices that have become my particular allies here, where the known 
and unknown touch, where safety and uncertainty touch: poetry and Form Anxiety. 
 
Poetry 
As I was writing to distill some essential “learning” after six years of ASG, I was banging 
my head against the conventions of prose. Any narrative of meaning I tried to construct 
fractured against sentence structure, grammar, punctuation, subject and object, and 
sent shards flying once again. Prose seemed to force the “points” of my life into a story 
that was not real. 
 
I “fell” once more, this time down the rabbit-hole of poetry. 
Writing poetry has been whole-making for me. 
I can start where I am - with a thought, a mood, an image, each a glow of immediacy 
without urgency. Look directly at a fragment of Life, observe, examine, give it a place, 
presence it. 
 
Instead of trying to wring some meaning out of life, as if I were grasping it by the throat 
in a effort to get it to cough up the Truth, I am free to meander, lead, follow, unfold.  
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Sound, rhythm, white space, shape, change of voice help loosen the fixedness of time 
and space, subject and object, identity. I am free to juxtapose thoughts or images that 
would bruise or detonate one other in prose. Free to not know a destination.  
 
Sometimes life-giving particulars, memories, appear that I cannot usually access. 
Sometimes foreground and background appear, nested, shifting back and forth like a 
skillfully drawn optical illusion. Sometimes poisoned and poisoning ground separate out 
further.  
 
Nothing begs to be resolved. 
Yet somehow just past the middle, there is a turning and I recognize an ending is about 
to emerge. Still, every poem remains an unfinished sentence - until, and maybe even 
after a reader/listener appears. 
 
As dedicated to inner peace as I was for decades, writing poetry has invited a 
commitment instead to inner pieces. 
As I write a poem, I sound a particular moment: plumb the depths, haul up mud or 
treasure or both, and give it voice.  
 
Like the heart a poem is an open hand that holds life in beauty, closely, truthfully,  and 
enlivened. 
 
 
I am so essential 
I could be bone fragments. 
the holes do not line up neatly for stringing, 
but the stringing thread is supple, vibrant. 
 
Different sizes, shapes, planes, orientations, 
they clank while I walk or burst into melody, 
the winds have their own ways with these beads. 
 
These are not my mother’s dress-up pearls, 
These are not Kali’s trophy skulls, clad in space, held in the womb of time. 
 
I lay up these treasures as the working riches they are, 
refuse to become a museum, though I offer  
you these curator’s observations on each bony work of art. 
 
Visit again and again and the curator will offer a different gloss. 
 
If you like, you can unstring these findings and fling them up into the sky, 
their lights will arrange themselves for you, 
constellations, 
sky stories, 
draw you back into your own.  
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Form Anxiety 
When I returned to FA practice 3x/week, I wasn’t sure whether I was having a lot more 
anxiety, or whether I was simply more aware of the anxiety that was already there.   
 
FA practice combined with physical pain and sleep disruption to entirely breech my 
defenses. Exposed a pervasive strategy of manipulation as I tried to manage my anxiety 
by “managing” movement, communication - mine and others.  
 
Body memories came up. I had a vivid bodily sense of the emotional relationship of my 
parents. A few weeks later - in the dentist’s chair, of mingling materially with emptiness 
as that very young spiderling, and then pushing up against darkness. I cried for two 
hours. I came to feeling myself. But feeling myself in an entirely new way. 
 
What was unexpected was a new confidence in many areas. I began to speak more 
directly, a directness that showed up in writing for my blog as well. When I presented a 
case in supervision, I was able to take in the pleasure of respect from my colleagues. 
When I was preparing to teach some herbal medicine classes, I found the material I had 
taught a year ago was familiar rather than a vague memory - as if someone else had 
written it - and the prior agonies of reviewing and updating slides was just gone!  I found 
a new interest in initiating exploratory conversations with colleagues both new and old, 
curious to see how we might collaborate. In all of these ways, it was apparent to me that 
my nose was no longer up against the plate glass of life while everything Real and Vital 
played out just out of reach. 
 
All these shifts, I felt, were the fruit of the FA practice, which illuminated the trail of my 
defenses, invited me to return my psychic energy to its source, and granted me the 
capacity to receive more of what is actually here, to receive more and more of the unity 
that reality actually is. 
 
I love that FA gives me a job to do in each of the interpenetrating universes, inviting all 
of me to arrive in one place at one time, albeit in a different way than writing a poem. 
 
 
 
 
The only way back to union is this very moment 
I can’t call this journey Progress with a capital P. 
 
But progression with a small p  
might suffice 
for the unstoppable movement of us all towards, 
delivering us to, 
the wide-open Gates of Heaven. 
 


